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Tomorrow’s sustainable designers will need an arsenal of tools for innovation. An approach for teaching design methods and innovation is described. A new approach for teaching design methods based on the use of analogous products to provide concrete experiences prior to the method’s application to a novel design problem was evaluated. Students’ opinions of the various design methods and their perceptions of the class’s influence on their creativity were also measured. Past experiments have shown that the presentation of example solutions has the potential to cause design fixation thus limiting the design solutions considered. Due to this, the teams’ final proof-of-concept models were compared with their initial analogous products to measure degree of design fixation. Results show that the use of analogous products early in the class’s design process does not appear to cause design fixation but the students would prefer to have standardized products to learn the methods with. The design methods taught in class may assist in overcoming the design fixation introduced by the analogous products or it may be that since the analogous products were cross-domain analogies they may have induced less design fixation. The course which included sustainable design projects was highly successful in influencing students’ creativity. Students’ clearly felt they were better at generating ideas and that the course had improved their innovation skills.
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1. INTRODUCTION

CREATIVITY, INVENTION and innovation are indispensible qualities for an engineer [1] and are critical for the sustainable design challenges being faced by engineers now and in the future. Nevertheless, innovation is generally only briefly addressed in engineering curricula. Sustainable design creates unique challenges for engineering and will require non-conventional solutions. While the importance of creativity, invention and innovation are well recognized, there is little guidance available on how to best teach these necessary engineering skills. This paper describes a graduate design methods course which focused on the early design process and had a goal of improving innovation skills. In addition, a new approach to teaching design methods was evaluated.

A number of design methods have been developed and are believed to support innovation but the empirical data is limited. It has been shown that teaching engineering students a systematic method for design does improve their design skills [2, 3] and many approaches for teaching design have been suggested [4, 5]. Design methods are often taught in parallel with the capstone design course but this typically does not allow the students time for reflection and it is often challenging to apply a design method that you are currently learning to a novel design problem. Another suggested approach is to teach the methods through reverse engineering and then follow on with the senior capstone design course in a separate semester. For many universities, a separate design methods course and capstone is either not possible or requires very significant changes to the curriculum.

To overcome some of these difficulties, another possible approach to teaching design within the capstone design style class is for the teams to have a main design project and then select an analogous product to initially learn the design methods with. Analogous products solve some of the same functions as the design problem, for example a bird could be analogous solution for human flight. The analogous product may provide the concrete experience necessary to facilitate learning while also provide useful information for the main design problem. One risk with example solutions, in this case analogous products, is they can cause design fixation [6–10]. Examples can be design solutions from memory or presented solutions. In this case, design teams were instructed to choose cross-domain analogies to reduce the chance for design fixation since past research has shown that unusual solutions (for example cross-domain analogies) tend not to cause design fixation [11].

This approach using analogous products to provide concrete examples was implemented in a graduate design course, Advanced Product Design, taught by one of the authors. An additional benefit
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of analogous products is they can prevent cheating on reports and homework since every student has a different analogous product. This paper reports on initial data measuring this approach’s effectiveness. If effective, it was planned that this type of approach would be implemented in the undergraduate design class.

The following research questions are addressed:

- How effective is initially applying the design methods to a concrete analogous product for teaching engineering design methods while at the same providing applicable design knowledge for students’ design projects?
  - To what extent do the initially selected analogous products cause the design teams to fixate on those solutions?
- To what extent do the graduate students, some of whom have industrial experience, perceive the methods to be valuable and do they expect to use them in the future?
- To what extent do the students perceive that the design methods taught are more valuable for design problems that require innovative solutions?

2. BACKGROUND: DESCRIPTION OF ADVANCED PRODUCT DESIGN

Advanced Product Design is a graduate mechanical engineering course focused on teaching engineering innovation with a broad range of methods for enhancing creativity throughout the early phases of design from identifying the opportunity through creating proof-of-concept prototypes (see www.l.mengr.tamu.edu/i-dream/courses.html for the complete syllabus and Table 1). The course used Otto and Wood [12] as the main text but was supplemented with additional methods. The course began with the students being presented with methods for identifying design problems with the potential for innovation [13, 14].

Students then selected a design problem from the problems they identified and a list provided by the instructor which included service-learning projects. Four of the course projects sought to develop cocoa processing equipment for a community service group in Guatemala, As Green as It Gets [15]. Three teams sought solutions to grind cocoa into a very fine powder and one team focused on separating the cacao nib from the hull through a winnowing process. Two more teams worked on a kiosk design for teaching people in rural areas about diabetes; two teams and one individual developed their own design problems. Most of these projects are service-learning, sustainable projects that force the students to consider the social and ethical impact of their designs thus also teaching them to be global citizen. These are identified as key skills required by future engineers [1].

After selecting their design problem, teams were asked to intuitively list analogous products and then also taught the WordTree Design-by-Analogy Method [16, 17] to identify additional analogous products. From this set, teams selected one analogous product per team member to initially apply each design method prior to attempting to apply it to their design problem. The students then moved through the early phases of the design process from identifying the customer needs and functional decomposition, to a variety of techniques for idea generation including TRIZ and 6-3-5. The course ended with proof-of-concept prototypes. Each team was required to select one analogous product and to create one proof-of-concept prototype per team member.

The following learning objectives are central to the Advanced Product Design class:

- To increase students’ engineering innovation and creativity skills. To increase the quantity, quality, novelty and variety of design solutions students are able to generate for a novel design problem.
- To develop a product from identifying an opportunity for innovation to proof-of-concept models.
- To be able to identify appropriate design methods for a given engineering design situation.

The course is founded on educational theory. At its center, the course is a problem-based learning approach which is inherently a form of active learning. Design projects also provide opportunities for a deep understanding by reaching the highest levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy [18]. Design projects require students to create concepts based on the design methods taught and their prior fundamental engineering knowledge. They must also evaluate their design concepts to determine if further design methods should be applied and to select concepts for further refinement. The creation and evaluation provides for a deep learning of the design theory and strengthens their understanding of the fundamentals of engineering.

The course also systematically progressed through Kolb’s Cycle [19, 20]. Students begin by learning the various design methods by applying them to the analogous products and then to their design problem. This provided the students with concrete experiences with the methods. As a part of the design reports, students were asked to reflect on the intention and the effectiveness of each design method. When design methods did not provide the desired results, students were encouraged to actively experiment with variations of the methods and to hypothesize why a given method was or was not effective.

In addition, this class also assisted in deepening students’ understanding of fundamental engineering concepts. The conceptual designs provided an opportunity for concrete application of engineering knowledge to hypothesize how well a design concept will meet the requirements. Students then
built proof-of-concept prototypes which required active experimentation to determine if requirements were met and reflection on the application of fundamental engineering theory when shortcomings within the design were identified.

3. DESIGN FIXATION

A number of studies have shown that design fixation effects can occur when example solutions are introduced to participants [6, 11, 23–27]. Examples can be known solutions retrieved from memory, examples pictorially presented or existing prototypes. A few factors appear to influence design fixation, physical prototypes in the process, the commonality of the examples presented and various design methods. Uncommon solutions tend not to cause design fixation [28]; design methods such as analogies, categories of solutions and functional problem breakdown also have the potential to overcome design fixation [29].

Three studies have evaluated the effects of physical models (including prototypes) on design fixation, one was an observational and others were controlled experiments. Using an observational study of a product design team, Christensen & Schunn’s [27] found that physical models likely cause a high degree of design fixation. Once prototypes were introduced, very few design changes were made. It is possible that the introduction of prototypes was confounded with the stage of the design process but Christensen & Schunn argue against this interpretation. Another controlled experimental study compared participants either only sketching their ideas or also building them during idea generation [30]. No evidence for design fixation was observed but the sample sizes were small containing only seven participants in each group. In addition, Yang [31] found that student design teams with less detail in their initial prototypes produced better final designs.

4. METHOD

The class contained thirty students seeking a graduate degree in mechanical engineering. The class included eight teams of 3–4 graduate students and one individual working alone. Students were strongly encouraged to work in a team and allowed to select their team and project. Student surveys and final design reports were included in the analysis. The two kiosk teams were not included in the design fixation analysis since the analogous designs were selected to be functionally similar but the project was mostly aesthetic design. The graduate students included both masters and PhDs. Over half of the class was international students with a high percentage from India. Their design experience ranged from very little design exposure as undergraduates to a few years of industrial experience. A survey question was designed to measure this, but it was not appropriately written and students included their time spent as research assistants instead of only their industrial experience.

4.1 Metrics

To provide an assessment of the class and the proposed approach to teaching design by imple-
menting analogous products, a series of measures were made. Students were surveyed to obtain their perceptions of improvements to their innovation skills and on their opinions of the various design methods. The student opinion of the methods survey was a modified version of a previously developed instrument [21, 32]. The prior instrument was developed in collaboration with an educational assessment expert.

The students’ design reports were also evaluated to determine if the initial analogous products caused significant design fixation. The students’ final proof-of-concept models (one per team member so 3-4 per team) were compared to the initially selected analogous products to determine if the concepts were based on the analogous products. The teams were required to document their idea generation and design process with a focus on the sources of their final concepts. Documentation ranged from very clear graphics (Fig. 1) to verbal description that traced their process. The purpose of the students’ documentation was to encourage reflection on their learning and to assist them in evaluating the various methods. This documentation was directly used to determine if the final design concept was based on one of the initial analogous products. This was easily determined.

The reports were coded by one of the authors. All analogous products and final proof-of-concept models are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Fixation evaluation was only completed on the proof-of-concept prototypes. One team also created six preliminary tests on various forms of grinding such as using sand paper, grating, filing, etc.

4.2 Student perception of creativity and innovation skills

To provide a preliminary evaluation of the class and to also provide an opportunity for students to self-assess their learning, a short idea generation activity was implemented. At the beginning and then again at the end of the semester, students spent one class period (about 45 minutes) generating ideas for a design problem. Different design problems were used each time. The quantity of ideas, quality, novelty or variety across the two sessions was not compared but will be in future classes. Following this activity at the end of the semester, students filled out a short survey collecting their perceptions of the class and its influence on their abilities. The survey was developed by one of the authors and was not pretested. It was designed to provide some information on the students’ perceptions.

Fig. 1. One team’s documentation of their design process and sources of their concepts.
Fig. 2. Initial analogous products and the final design concepts.
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results from the student perception of the class’s effect on the innovation skills, student evaluations’ of the methods and measurement of the design fixation caused by requiring the teams to select analogous products provide insights into teaching design and innovation. The following sections describe the results of these evaluations.

5.1 Student perception of creativity and innovation skills

The student perception of creativity and innovation skills survey demonstrates the potential for the Advanced Product Design class to enhance students’ innovation skills and to improve their confidence in this critical area. Overall student responses were very positive (Table 2) with students believing that their innovation skills had been enhanced and that they were better able to generate ideas. By the end of the class, the students were more confident in their abilities to be innovative. In addition, 95% of the students felt that the class increased their ability to solve difficult design problems (100% felt it either did not change or it increased their ability). This survey does not indicate the aspects of the class that are influencing students’ abilities but instead provides initial evidence that the students’ believe their skills are improved.

Fig. 3. Initial analogous products and the final design concepts (continued).
These results also indicate that the development of a self-efficacy scale for engineering innovation and creativity is needed. Self-efficacy is basically self-confidence for a particular skill. Based on these results it is likely that a single semester class may have a dramatic impact on students’ self-efficacy for innovation.

5.2 Student opinions of the methods

Near the end of the semester a survey was done to measure students’ opinions of the value of the various design methods taught in class and to rate how likely they were to use them in the future (n = 24). In general, the students believed the methods taught to be of equal or greater value as Newton’s first law or the Bernoulli equation (Fig. 4). They also felt the methods were generally more valuable for design problems that require an innovative solution (Figs 4–6). On the average, students were generally unsure if they would use these methods in the future (Fig. 7) but the responses ranged from very likely to very unlikely.

It is interesting to note that while the students’ rated the methods as valuable they were unsure if they would use them in the future. The students’ also rated methods, which are popular in industry such as TRIZ, as being unlikely to be used in the future. This is rather surprising given the popularity in industry and there are entire consulting firms dedicated to teaching this method. Students’ opinions could be due to the students’ limited exposure and experience with each of the methods. TRIZ, for example, was covered in about an hour over two class periods.

5.3 Initial analogous products: design fixation and student evaluation

Design fixation is a major concern with introducing analogous products early in the design process and then consistently implementing the same product in order to learn the methods. The teams were required to select products that were relevant and analogous to the design problem under consideration. So the initially selected products did provide quality solutions to the design problem. The final concepts were compared to the initially selected analogous products and judged to either be based on an initial product or not. The teams, to assist them in evaluating the various design methods, were required to document the source of each of their final concepts. This assisted in judging if the final concepts were based on the analogous products selected at the beginning of the semester.

In general, the final concepts were not based on the initially selected analogies (Fig. 8 and Figs. 2–3). Only two of the twenty-two final concepts were based on the initial analogous products. These two concepts range from being very similar to the analogous product to much fewer features being borrowed (Figs. 2–3). Many of the final concepts did employ analogies as part of their development.

Table 2. Perceived changes in innovation and creativity skills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey Question (n = 24)</th>
<th>Mean (Standard Deviation):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generating ideas for the design problem today was easier than at the beginning of the semester.*</td>
<td>4.0 (0.7) Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This class has enhanced my creative ability.</td>
<td>3.8 (0.5) Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am more confident in my ability to solve innovative design problems than before taking this class.</td>
<td>3.9 (0.8) Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This class has improved my creativity.*</td>
<td>4.0 (0.8) Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This class has made it easier for me to generate ideas.*</td>
<td>3.6 (0.6) Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The techniques taught in this class have increased my ability to generate ideas for design problems.</td>
<td>4.4 (0.2) Agree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Questions were originally negatively phrased and were reversed scored.

Fig. 4. Students’ perceived value of each method. Error bars are +/- one standard error.
but the analogous products were not the initially selected analogies.

The design teams were strongly encouraged to use cross-domain analogies to learn the design methods with because cross-domain analogies (uncommon solutions) tend to cause less fixation [11]. Consistent with prior research, the cross-domain analogous products appeared to cause little design fixation. Most of the selected analogous products were effective solutions for the design problems. The other possibility is that the design methods are very effective for overcoming design fixation. Very limited data is available but a prior study on design fixation does indicate the methods such as design-by-analogy and functional decomposition do have potential to significantly reduce design fixation [29].

At the end of the semester during one lecture
period, the instructor directly asked the students their evaluation of implementing analogous products to learn the methods with rather than the same product for the entire class. From the discussion in class and some of the comments on the student opinions of the methods survey, it is clear the majority of the students believe it would have been better to have standardized homework rather than each person having a different product to work with. This approach will be implemented next semester.

6. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

This study took preliminary data on improving students’ innovation skills through a measure of student perceptions of their abilities and of the various methods. While the students’ perceptions clearly indicate they believe their skills are being improved no quantitative data were obtained. Future work will directly and quantitatively measure the students’ ability to generate ideas including their fluency, novelty and quality. This study also does not indicate which aspects of the class influence the students’ innovation perceptions or their evaluations of the design methods. Future work will need to address these.

Students’ opinions are often moderated by their experiences. Limited data was taken on their past experiences. Over half of the class was international students with the majority from India. For many of the international students, this was their first exposure to design methods. Some of the students in class had a few years of industrial experience and clearly found the methods to be valuable. A survey question was included to measure industrial experience. Unfortunately, the question was not worded appropriately for graduate students and many of them included their time spent as research assistants in years of engineering work experience.

These survey data contain a number of limitations including that this was a newly developed class, this was the first time the author taught this class, and the students were aware that her research was in design theory and methods. There could be some bias due to the students knowing that the professor’s research was in design methods. This would tend to cause the ratings to be more positive. The surveys being anonymous would tend to decrease this bias and a few students were very negative about the design methods in general.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Many current reports on engineering education emphasize the need for students with innovation skills. How to teach the next generation of sustainable designers to be innovative is a critical question. Sustainable design projects are an effective means to emphasize sustainability as a critical consideration in engineering design while also providing an avenue for improving creativity and innovation skills. Sustainable design integrates well with and supports teaching innovation skills.
Results indicate that students' innovation skills can be improved during a single semester class. Survey results clearly demonstrate that the students' found it much easier to generate ideas at the end of the semester, were more confident in their skills and believed the class had enhanced their abilities. The class covered a range of design methods and included a service-learning, semester long design project. All students successfully demonstrated the feasibility and effectiveness of their ideas through proof-of-concept models. Many of the projects focused on developing sustainable cocoa processing equipment for farmers in Guatemala. Currently, cocoa grinder equipment is being built with plans to implement the design solution in Guatemala.

One goal of this paper was to evaluate an alternative approach to teach design methods. To provide a concrete example while at the same time also demonstrating the impact of the methods for innovation, this paper suggests an alternative approach. The alternative approach was to have the teams select analogous products, products which solve the same function as the design problem, to first learn the methods with prior to application to the novel design problem.

The introduction of the analogous products early in the process did not cause the design teams to fixate on those solutions in their initial proof-of-concepts models. The design teams considered a number of other options and generally selected final concepts that were not related to the initial products. Most of the analogous products were cross-domain analogies which cause less fixation and the methods taught in class may have assisted in overcoming any fixation caused by the analogous products.

While the early introduction of analogous products does not cause significant design fixation, the students' generally would have preferred that the methods be taught with the same product for all students rather than each student being focused on a different product. This is based on student perceptions only and their learning was not quantitatively measured. This would be a reason not to implement this approach.

Design innovation can be taught. Significant questions remain on how to teach these critical skills and much further work is needed. A much deeper understanding of the factors of a class and of design methods that increase creativity and innovations skills is needed. Development of a self-efficacy scale for engineering innovation and creativity is needed. Self-efficacy is basically self-confidence for a particular skill. Students' confidence in their skills increased over the semester. Quantitative measurements of the increase in student innovation abilities need to be made in order to corroborate the students' perceptions of their abilities.
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